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We offer You this insurance to provide professional support and financial security to You and 
Your employees in situations where Your Immovable or Movable Property is damaged suddenly 
and unexpectedly.

Stay safe!Your Balcia

TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS OF 
COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY NAMED 
RISKS INSURANCE
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If You have any questions, please contact Us:

� 

� 

zalos@balcia.lt

www.balcia.lt

We will pay everything due from Us, 
all You need do is submit documentation certifying expenses:



Insurer or We – Balcia Insurance SE, operating through Balcia Insurance SE Lithuania branch. 

Insured Person or You — a person specified by the Policyholder in an Insurance Contract, who has an insurable 
interest and in whose interests the Insurance Contract has been concluded.

Policyholder — a person, who has entered into an Insurance Contract with Us.

Insured Territory — the territory or address specified in an Insurance Contract, wherein insurance protection    
is valid.

Sum Insured — the sum specified in an Insurance Contract, which cannot be exceeded by the sum of the 
Insurance Indemnity (including the total amount of several Insurance Indemnities). The Sum Insured may be 
determined individually for each insured object, risk, or their group. The Policyholder shall bear full liability for 
the determination of the Sum Insured and its compliance to the restoration value of the insured object.

Indemnity Limit — the maximum amount of an Insurance Indemnity determined in the Insurance Policy, or the 
Terms and Conditions that can be determined, e.g. for an insured object or an insured event. If an Indemnity 
Limit is determined, underinsurance Terms and Conditions shall not apply.

Beneficiary – a person specified in an Insurance Contract and entitled to receive an Insurance Indemnity in 
cases specified in the Insurance Contract.

Deductible — a share of the Sum Insured or loss specified in an Insurance Contract and expressed in monetary 
or percentage terms, which, upon the occurrence of an insured event, shall be deducted from an Insurance 
Indemnity for each insured event or which shall be paid for by the Insured Person.

Employee — a person who is Your employee or acts on Your behalf in accordance with the employment 
contract, authorisation agreement, contract for the performance of work, or any other agreement. Within the 
meaning of this clause, employees shall not mean persons responsible for the management of the Insured 
Person’s company, including members of the council and of the board, heads of representative offices or of 
branches.

Underinsurance – situation when the Sum insured in the Insurance Contract is less than the value of the 
insured property (replacement, residual or market value). In such a case, the insurance Indemnity shall be 
calculated on the basis of the proportional ratio between the Sum Insured and the insured property’s value at 
the time of insured event.

Third Party — a person other than the Policyholder, You, the Beneficiary, or an Employee.

DEFINITIONS
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Building, including all the crucial components thereof:
1.1. Immovable Property:
The legally acquired Property intended for business purposes, as specified in the insurance policy:

�

�

�

structural elements of the building — integral parts of the building, which cannot be replaced or 
removed without damaging the structures of the building, including engineering communications 
outside the building in Your territory up to the place of connection to the mainline;

internal finishing — finishing of internal walls, ceilings, and floors, as well as engineering 
communication systems functionally necessary for operation;

security alarm, video surveillance, communication and connection systems and equipment, 
lighting, awnings, external blinds, as well as advertisement equipment and sign boards located 
on the outside of the building and fixed to the external structures of the building.

1. What is insured

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY INSURANCE

1.2. Premises, a complex of premises, including all crucial components thereof according to the 
definition of the Building, including joint-property parts legally related to the Premises.

1.3. Internal Finishing — finishing of internal walls, ceilings and floors, as well as engineering 
communication systems functionally necessary for operation.

1.4. Territory Improvement — greenery and structures (e.g. barriers, walls, gates, fencing, sheds, elevated 
roads, access roads and pedestrian roads, stationary sprinkler systems, outdoor lightning, flag poles, 
wells, lawn, garden greenery) which are permanently connected to the plot of land, on which the insured 
Immovable Property is located.
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1.5. Movable Property — property in accordance with accounting data:
Setting — office equipment (e.g. computer, copiers, phones, etc.), office furniture (including built-in 
furniture) and office settings (e.g. carpets, portable heating devices, blinds, etc.);

Equipment — production lines, work desks, tools, etc., as well as systems and equipment intended for 
use during the production process and not functionally necessary for using the building;

Stocks — raw materials, non-finished products, finished products.

�

�

�

�

Fire — unforeseen and uncontrollable burning by open flame, including the effects of smoke, soot, dust, 
and fire-extinguishing equipment.

Explosion — a rapid outbreak of gas or steam, caused by the sudden manifestation of force. The 
explosion of a tank (e.g. boiler, piping) shall be deemed to have occurred if the sudden manifestation of 
the pressure force has resulted in the destruction of a tank wall and the equalisation of pressure inside 
and outside the tank.

Lightning — a direct impact of a lightning strike.

Fall of an Aircraft, its Parts or Cargo — direct fall of a manned or unmanned aircraft, its parts, or cargo.

� The Movable Property left outside the buildings and the premises shall be insured, if stipulated by the 
specifics of its use. The risk of illegal actions of third parties for such Movable Property shall be 
insured only provided that it is located in the fenced protected territory.

� Losses as a result of the tear of pipes or tanks caused by frost shall be indemnified only once during 
the Insurance Period.

� Unless otherwise specified in an Insurance Policy, only the Immovable Property, which has been 
commissioned for use pursuant to the procedures laid down in the applicable regulatory enactments of 
the Republic of Lithuania, is being administered and in which all construction and repair works requiring a 
construction permit have been finished, shall be insured.

2. Insurance Protection

2.1. Fire:

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Storm — wind with a speed exceeding 17 m/s (at least 7 points according to the Beaufort scale), including 
the collapse of trees, poles, building structures, and other objects caused by such wind.

Hail — atmospheric precipitation in the form of ice granules.

Snow Impact — intense or uninterrupted snowfall.

Earthquake — movement of the Earth’s crust to a magnitude of at least 4 points on the Richter scale.

Flood — flooding of the property with water, which has spread outside the borders of water bodies or 
natural water basins.

Landslide, Land Subsidence — movement of the Earth’s crust in the horizontal or vertical plane, which is 
not related to seismic phenomena.

Rainfall — short-term heavy precipitation in the form of rain.

2.2. Natural disasters:

�

�

�

due to a sudden and unexpected breach, tear, or clogging of pipe systems. Expenses for the repair of the 
damaged place of engineering communication systems as a result of an Insured Event shall be also 
insured, if the damage has been caused due to a reason other than corrosion or wear;

as a result of actions or neglect of Third Parties;

due to the activation of automatic fire extinguishing systems;

2.3. Leakage of liquid or steam:

� Losses caused by the illegal actions or inaction of Third Parties not related to Fire, Theft, or Robbery.

2.4. Illegal actions of Third Parties:

We will pay an Insurance Indemnity, if damages (including loss) have been caused to the Immovable 
Property or the Movable Property due to the following reasons.

www.balcia.lt
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� Your indemnity will be determined at up to 10% of the Sum Insured for the Immovable Property and the 
Movable Property or of the Indemnity Limit per insured event if such is stipulated by the Insurance Contract.

�

�

�

Theft — a hidden or exposed theft committed by Third Parties by entering locked premises leaving 
evident signs of theft — breaking, mechanically damaging obstacles or breaking the locks installed to 
restrict unauthorised access to the premises;

Robbery — a theft associated with violence or threat of violence to You.

Impact of a Land Vehicle — a direct mechanical impact caused by a land vehicle, including railway 
transport.

�

�

�

to immediately eliminate or minimise losses or to take rescue measures;

to perform works on the collection of remains and cleaning, as well as the destruction of the damaged 
insured object, dismantling of equipment or a building;

to perform the transportation and storage of the insured object in case the Immovable Property 
becomes unusable due to the insured event. You must agree on these expenses with Us in advance.

�

�

�

due to the extraordinary or unforeseen disruption of electricity supply;

due to current overvoltage, voltage fluctuations, overload, or short circuit;

due to the electric and magnetic phenomena of a lightning strike.

Collapse of Tress, Poles and their Constituent Parts — involuntary collapse of trees, poles, or their 
constituent parts.

2.6. Glass Fracture Risk — fracture or breakage of glass in the Immovable Property as the only damage. 

Insurance protection shall also include the following:

2.7. Rescue and Cleaning — We will pay an indemnity for reasonable expenses necessary for the following 
after the occurrence of an insured event:

2.8. Design Expenses — We will indemnify Your expenses of up to EUR 3,000 for engaging services of an 
architect, designer, and engineer if Your reason for doing so is related to the occurrence of an insured event in 
Your Immovable Property.

2.9. Increase of Utility Costs — We will indemnify the increase in Your Immovable Property expenses (for 
electricity, water, heating, and gas), which are related to an insured event. The Indemnity Limit shall be set at 
EUR 3,000 per insured event.

2.10. Rain or Melting Snow — We will indemnify repair expenses You incur due to the impact of a sudden and 
unexpected downpour of rain or incidence of melting snow on the Immovable Property, unless such losses 
have already been reported during the previous year. The Indemnity Limit shall be set at EUR 3,000.

2.11. Damage to the Movable Property Accepted into Holding, Use, or Storage, regarding the owner of which 
there is no note made in an Insurance Policy. The Indemnity Limit regarding this damage shall be set at EUR 
7,000. In such case, the owner of the Movable Property shall be deemed the Insured Person. This damage 
shall be indemnified only provided that the insured object specified in the Insurance Policy is located in the 
Building or the Premises specified in the Insurance Policy.

2.12. Damage to Personal Belongings Owned, Used, Held, or Stored by Your Employees, in case they are 
located in the Building, or the Premises specified in the Insurance Policy. The Indemnity Limit regarding this 
damage shall be set at EUR 7,000. This damage shall be indemnified only provided that the Movable Property 
is insured under this Insurance Contract.

Insurance protection shall include the following only if explicitly stated in the policy:

2.13. Electricity Risk — We will indemnify Your losses caused to the Equipment or engineering and technical 
equipment located in the Immovable Property:

2.14. External Engineering and Technical Communications Accident — We will indemnify Your losses or damages 
caused to Your property due to an accident of the public water supply, heating, or sewerage mainline.

2.15. Losses Caused by Tenants — We will indemnify Your losses caused to the Immovable Property or the 
Movable Property due to illegal activities carried out by tenants or lessees.

2.16. Losses Caused by Employees — We will indemnify Your losses caused by Your Employee.

2.17. Portable Property — We will indemnify Your losses caused to Your Movable Property as a result of insured 
risks, while the Movable Property was outside the Insured Territory in any European country.

www.balcia.lt
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� Being in disrepair shall mean the Immovable Property, the wear of which exceeds 70% or which has 
been recognised as an object in disrepair, an environment-degrading object, a collapsed object, or an 
object threatening people’s safety by a competent state or local government institution;

� The Immovable Property, wherein there have been no business activities and no Your Employees or 
persons, whom the property has been transferred into holding, use, or storage, have been staying for more 
than thirty (30) consecutive days, shall be deemed as permanently unsupervised. The Immovable Property 
shall not be deemed as permanently unsupervised, if, observing the obligations referred to herein, they 
have been equipped with an alarm system.

3. What is not insured

We will not pay an indemnity for losses or damages caused: 

�

�

�

�

�

due to the Electricity Risk;

due to the Employee’s mistake;

due to the interference of foreign objects; 

due to the centrifugal force;

due to the defect and faults of materials or production, including during the assembly.

�

�

damage to the refrigerating equipment due to the Electricity Risk;

disruption of electricity supply to the refrigerating equipment, which has occurred due to reasons beyond 
Your control, has not been scheduled in advance, and lasts for at least 2 hours.

to a temporary or voluntarily erected building and the Movable Property located therein;

3.2.  to the Immovable Property at the stage of construction or reconstruction, and the Movable Property 
located therein;

3.3.  to the Immovable Property in disrepair and the Movable Property located therein;

3.5. to roads, streets, pavements, bridges, trestles, jetties, dams, tunnels;

3.6.  to arms, ammunition, explosives, pyrotechnics;

3.7. to vehicles subject to registration;

3.8. to plants, animals, land;

3.9. to securities, documents, deeds, plans, drawings, models, prototypes, archive stocks;

3.10.  to antique and unique objects;

3.11. due to environment contamination, littering, poisoning;

3.12. to products, if losses have occurred due to the interruption or disruption of the production process or 
storage mode, except if it has occurred as a result of the Deterioration of Stocks and such risk is included in 
Your insurance protection;

3.13.  to works and materials used during construction, until the finishing and commissioning of works;

3.14. as a result of testing, assembly, or dismantling works performed at the insured object, address, or 
territory specified in the Insurance Policy;

3.15. due to erroneous design, construction works, or use of inappropriate materials;

3.16. due to failure to comply with the use instructions set out in the manufacturer’s documentation or in the 
regulatory enactments of the Republic of Lithuania (including using the Immovable Property or the Movable 
Property for prohibited purposes or in a prohibited way);

3.17.  as a result of damages to or loss of computer files or software;

3.18. due to the intentional illegal actions of Immovable Property tenants or lessees, except if it has occurred 
as a result of Losses Caused by Tenants and such risk is included in Your insurance protection;

3.4. to the permanently unsupervised Immovable Property and the Movable Property located therein;

2.18. Equipment Breakage — We will indemnify Your losses caused to the Equipment, except its frequently 
changed parts (e.g. blades, knives, cutters, moulds, ribbons, transportation belts, equipment working fluids, 
etc.), if they have occurred:

2.19. Deterioration of Stocks — We will indemnify Your losses related to the Deterioration of Stocks in the 
refrigerating equipment due to the increase of storage temperature, if they have been caused by the following:

www.balcia.lt
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4. Your and Policyholder’s obligations:

4.1.  To observe the legal acts, building standards, technical operation regulations, labour safety regulations, 
and fire safety regulations applicable in the Republic of Lithuania.

4.2.   If security is provided for an insured object, such security shall mean either the employees of a security 
company, with which an agreement has been entered into on the provision of security services, or the 
Employees whose duties include the performance of security works in accordance with their employment 
contract.

4.3.   While providing security, an inspection round of the building and the territory shall be carried out at 
least once every two hours, except:

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

for the premises equipped with a security alarm system or the territory completely supervised by

video surveillance cameras and if an alarm signal is received by the local security guard. Inspections 
rounds performed shall be recorded;

If an insured object has a security alarm system installed, which is connected to the external office of a 
security company, an agreement shall be entered into with this company on the provision of security 
services, stipulating a visit of a security patrol to the place of incident in case an emergency signal is 
received;

Outside working hours, all entrances and windows shall be closed to prevent the access of unauthorised 
persons. This provision shall not apply to communal premises used 24 hours a day;

If the Movable Property — Stocks are insured against the risk of leakage of liquid or steam, they shall be 
placed at least at the height of 10 cm above the floor;

To ensure the removal of snow from the roof within 48 hours after uninterrupted snowing has ended. The 
48-hour period shall not include days-off and official public holidays;

During the validity period of the Insurance Contract, to inform Us:

�

�

if the insured Immovable Property becomes permanently unsupervised; 

an insured object is rented out or leased out.
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3.19. under the influence of asbestos and its compounds;

3.20. and the compensation of which is the obligation of the manufacturer or supplier in accordance with 
regulatory enactments or the contract (e.g. manufacturer’s guarantee);

3.21.  as the result of routine maintenance, repair, cleaning, routine, or extraordinary maintenance, including 
parts and works on the replacement of worn parts;

3.22.  as a result of overheating, melting, smouldering, except if it has occurred as a result of Fire;

3.23. due to the explosion of pyrotechnics, explosive substances, or explosive materials, except if it has 
occurred as a result of losses caused by the illegal actions or inaction of Third Parties;

3.24. due to the Movable Property, which is not intended for storing outdoors, being left under the open sky;

3.25. due to expected flooding. Flooding, which has occurred at the location of the insured object more than 
once over the last 5 years, shall be deemed to constitute expected flooding;

3.26. due to damages in electrical equipment, which have occurred due to the disruption of electricity supply 
or electrical contact, including damages that have occurred due to the secondary consequences of 
overvoltage, overload, bad contact, short circuit, or lightning, and electromagnetic fluctuations, except if it has 
occurred due to the occurrence of the Electricity Risk and such risk is included in Your insurance protection;

3.27. to the Equipment due to overloading, except if it has occurred as a result of Equipment Breakage and 
such risk is included in Your insurance protection;

3.28. if the production equipment and mechanisms have not been commissioned for operation;

3.29. due to the loss of technical fluids contained in the Equipment unless those are the consequences of     
an insured event.
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If specified in an Insurance Policy, We will provide the following services, without applying a deductible:

Phone Consultations — provision of information about state, municipal emergency services, and the most 
appropriate actions to be taken by You.

Key Service — opening, repair, or replacement of the door or gate locks of the Immovable Property in 
instances where the lock(s) has/have been damaged or lost and the Immovable Property or its plot cannot be 
unlocked or secured due to damage.

Plumbing Services — stopping the sudden leakage of liquid or steam in the Immovable Property by installing 
temporary solutions to restore the functionality of damaged engineering and communication systems.

Carpentry Services — rectifying damage to the Immovable Property or the fencing surrounding its plot, or 
installing a temporary solution, if an insured object has been damaged, e.g. broken window glass, damaged 
roofing, damaged fencing or roofing as a result of a fallen tree, etc.

Security Service — physical security services, if the Immovable Property cannot be locked following an 
incident to prevent the access of third parties and if You or an authorised user is unable to objectively ensure 
the security of the property.

Rescue and Cleaning Services — collection of water or sewage following a pipe burst.

Electrician Services — repair of damage to the insured Immovable Property, if damage was caused to the 
electrical element thereof (sparks in the electricity socket, broken fuse).

Fire Alarm System and Security Alarm System Repair Services — repair of the fire alarm system and security 
alarm system in the Immovable Property.

Collection of Fallen Trees — collection of fallen trees to clean the plot of the Immovable Property (cutting, 
sawing of timber, removal of residual timber).

5. What is insured

Assistance Coverage to eliminate losses caused to communal property shall not be deemed an insured event 
and shall not be indemnified by Us, unless damage was also caused to the insured Immovable Property.

6. What is not insured

ASSISTANCE COVERAGE

7.1. We shall enter into the contract after determining Your needs and assessing the insurance risk; therefore, 
upon entering into the Contract, Policyholder shall certify the truthfulness of the information and submit a written 
request, if We require Policyholder to do so;

7.2. The Insurance Contract and the insurance coverage shall come into force once We agree on the Terms and 
Condition of the Contract and after Policyholder has paid the insurance premium in full or the first instalment.

7.3. We may supplement or amend this Contract by written agreement;

7.4. During the term of the Contract, You shall inform Us immediately of any changes in the information provided 
to Us. In the case of an insured event, if We are not aware of a change in the risk, We will have the right to 
propose a change in the terms of insurance, or to refrain from paying the Indemnity or to reduce the Indemnity;

7.5. As the date of expiry of an Insurance Contract that is in force approaches, We shall, if We receive the 
requisite consent, be entitled to draw up and issue a new Insurance Contract offer;

Payment for the new offer, if it is made pursuant to the procedures specified therein, will confirm entry into the 
Insurance Contract. 

7. Entering into the Contract

INSURANCE CONTRACT

� The said consent may be withdrawn at any time by giving Us prior notice of Your intention to do so.

www.balcia.lt
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9.1. Each of you can obtain information about the Insurance Contract and the progress of the insured event;

9.2. Policyholder must inform You (if applicable) about the Insurance Contract concluded for their Indemnity 
and the rights and obligations arising for them;

9.3. Policyholder may object to the assignment of Our rights and obligations under the Insurance Contract 
toanother insurance company. In this case Policyholder have the right, within one month from the assignment 
of Our rights and obligations under the Insurance Contract, to terminate the Insurance Contract. If Policyholder 
terminates the Insurance Contract, We will refund any unused portion of the premium.

9.4. You or the Policyholder must provide all documents and information known to you about the 
circumstances and consequences of the insured event, and ensure that We or Our representatives have 
access to the Dwelling and the area to let them in and cooperate with them.

9.5. If the Beneficiary agrees in writing, Policyholder is entitled to receive the Insurance Indemnity.

9. Policyholder’s, Your and Beneficiary’s rights and obligations

8.1. Policyholder shall be entitled to terminate the Insurance Contract at any time by giving Us prior notice of 
Policyholder’s intention to do so;

8.2. Regardless of the reason for the termination of the Insurance Contract, Policyholder shall be obliged to 
ensure payment of the Insurance Premium for the insurance period until the date of termination of the 
Insurance Contract;

8.3. Upon terminating the Insurance Contract, unless regulatory enactment require otherwise, We will 
indemnify Policyholder the non-used portion of the insurance premium;

8.4. We may terminate the Contract if there is a material breach of the said Contract, e.g. by failing to pay the 
premium on time or failing to report an increase in the insurance risk.

8. Termination of the Contract

10.1 Pursuant to the procedure established by the legislation, We may transfer our rights and obligations 
arising from the Insurance Contract to another insurance company by giving 2 (two) months' notice in at least 
two national newspapers.

10.2. We have the right to assess Policyholder’s insurance risk.

10.3. In the case of an insured event we are obliged to pay the insurance Indemnity in accordance with the 
procedure and within the time limits set out in the legislation and in these Terms and Conditions.

10. Our rights and obligations

11.1. Policyholder is required to pay a premium for the insurance cover provided by Us, at the times specified 
in the Insurance Contract. The premium must be paid in full or in a full instalment.

11.2. The premium can be changed if the insurance risk changes.

11.3. If Policyholder fails to pay the insurance premium within 30 (thirty) days from the date of sending our 
demand/reminder, We will terminate the contract. Policyholder shall compensate costs for the debt collection.

11. Insurance premium
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12.1. Contact the competent institution and report an incident (in the case of an accident, contact a medical 
treatment institution; if a theft, robbery or road traffic accident has occurred, contact the police; if a fire has 
occurred, contact the Fire and Rescue Service;

if an explosion, etc. has occurred, contact the emergency services), take measures to eliminate and minimise 
losses, ensure that the circumstances of the incident and objects damaged as a result of the incident are 
recorded in photos or on video, and contact Us as soon as possible, but no later than within five (5) business 
days. 

We will consult with You about what steps to take and agree on further actions.

12. If an Insured Event Has Occurred

INSURANCE INDEMNITY

� In the event of occurrence of the risk of Damages Caused by Tenants, You have to provide Us with a 
written lease agreement and are required to inform the police.
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Commercial Property Insurance

13.1. We will indemnify all Your expenses to restore Your property to the condition it was in prior to the 
occurrence of an insured event.

13.2. The following considerations shall be taking into account when calculating an indemnity for 
Immovable Property:

13. Calculation of an Insurance Indemnity

�

�

�

if the Immovable Property was built or its overhaul was carried out in the last 30 years, We will not take 
wear and tear into account;

if the Immovable Property was built or its overhaul was carried out more than 30 years ago, the payout for 
restoring the Immovable Property will be reduced by 50% of restoration costs.

This depreciation may be determined in a different way, if We agree to do so in an Insurance Policy.

costs related to construction will be included (including taxes applied to construction works), if We receive 
documentation justifying the coverage of such expenses.

� If the Sum Insured is at least by 20% lower than the value of the insured object, underinsurance 
Terms and Conditions shall apply.

We are entitled to reduce the amount of the payable Insurance Indemnity, if:

14.1 You, Your Employee, or the Beneficiary have/has been indemnified in full or in part by the person 
responsible for causing losses

or You have received the compensation of expenses in accordance with the provisions of the Compulsory Civil 
Liability Insurance of Owners of Motor Vehicles Law of the Republic of Lithuania;

14.2. You or the Beneficiary are/is entitled to an Indemnity for the occurrence of the same Insured Risk in 
accordance with other insurance contracts — We are entitled to pay the Indemnity in proportion to the relation 
of the Sum Insured or limit of this Insurance Contract towards the Sum Insured as determined in other 
contracts.

14.3. if the Policyholder or You has/have failed to observe any obligation determined in the section “Your and 
Policyholder’s obligations” hereof and the damage has occurred in direct causal relation to this 
non-observance.

14. Reduction of an Insurance Indemnity
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�

�

�

�

for the Equipment (production equipment and mechanisms) not older than 10 years, the acquisition and 
restoration expenses will be calculated without taking into account its wear, whereas for the equipment 
and mechanisms older than 10 years, the acquisition and restoration expenses will be calculated by 
reducing them by the amount of wear;

if the repair of Your damaged Movable Property is economically justified, We will indemnify the cost of 
its repair;

if the Movable Property cannot be restored, or You do not wish to restore it, We will determine the 
indemnity amount according to its market value.

for Stocks, an Insurance Indemnity shall be determined according to their prime cost.

�

�

�

We will not apply a deductible in the event the compensation of losses is possible in accordance with the 
Compulsory Civil Liability Insurance of Owners of Motor Vehicles Law of the Republic of Lithuania.

If damage to several insured objects has occurred as a result of a single insured event, We will apply the 
largest of the deductibles specified in an Insurance Policy.

We will not apply a deductible for glass damage.

13.3. The following considerations shall be taking into account when calculating an indemnity for 
Movable Property:

13.4. Assistance Coverage Insurance:

We will indemnify Your expenses to the amount of a particular risk, observing the amount of the Sum Insured.

13.5. Special Terms and Conditions for the Application of a Deductible:



We are entitled to deny the payment of an insurance indemnity, if:

15.1. You or Your Employee have/has not reported an Insured Event to Us in a timely manner, making it 
impossible for Us to determine the precise amount of incurred expenses or losses;

15.2. an insured event has occurred outside the Insurance Period or outside the Insurance Territory;

15.3. You, Your Employee, the Policyholder, or the Beneficiary have/has intentionally caused or contributed to 
the occurrence of an insured event, including as a result of malicious intention or gross negligence, except if it 
has occurred as a result of Losses Caused by Employees and such risk is included in Your insurance 
protection;

15.4. losses have occurred because of You or Your Employee being under the influence of alcohol, narcotic, 
psychotoxic or other inebriating substances and it is causally related to the occurred insured event, except if it 
has occurred as a result of Losses Caused by Employees and such risk is included in Your insurance 
protection;

15.5. losses have occurred as a result of military activity or an armed political conflict, terrorism, uprising, riot, 
strike, lockdown, application of international sanctions or alienation of the property;

15.6. losses have occurred as a result of an explosion of nuclear weapons, nuclear fuel, nuclear energy, 
radioactive substances or other sources of radiation, nuclear material or radioactive substances;

15.7. at the moment of occurrence of an insured event, business activities that do not have Our prior approval 
are being carried out in the Immovable Property;

15.8. the damage has occurred as a result of an order or ruling adopted by authorities (confiscation, arrest, 
destruction, expropriation, detainment, etc.) or due to force majeure circumstances stipulated in the regulatory 
enactments of the Republic of Lithuania.

15. Exceptions

10

All disputes, which arise or might arise between Us and the Policyholder, or the Beneficiary, or You, shall be 
settled through negotiation. If it is not possible to settle a dispute through negotiation, You are entitled, for 
the purposes of protecting Your interests, to take your dispute to Our supervisory authority, the Bank of 
Lithuania (www.lb.lt) or before a court in accordance with the regulatory enactments in force in the Republic 
of Lithuania. Information about the complaints examination procedure can be found on Our website 
www.balcia.lt.

17. Information on the processing of personal data carried out by Us is included in the Privacy Policy, which can 
be found on Our website www.balcia.lt. 

18. The rights and obligations, which are not stipulated in the Insurance Contract, and the regulation of legal 
relations arising from the Insurance Contract shall be subject to the regulatory enactments of the Republic of 
Lithuania.

19. In the event of any conflict between the Terms and Conditions of each type of insurance and the Terms and 
Conditions of an Insurance Policy, the Terms and Conditions of the Insurance Policy shall apply to the Insurance 
Contract. 

20. Supervision of the insurance market in the Republic of Lithuania is the Bank of Lithuania (website: www.lb.lt).

21. We will communicate information relating to the performance of the Insurance Contract to each other in any 
convenient way, whether by email, regular mail, telephone or through Our website.

DISPUTE AND COMPLAINT EXAMINATION PROCEDURE

OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS

www.balcia.lt

A decision on the payment of an Insurance Indemnity will be taken and issued to You no later than seven (7) 
days following the day on which all documentation required for determining the causes, circumstances and 
consequences of an insured event and calculating the amount of the Insurance Indemnity have been received.

16. Decision


